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Background and motivation 

Fires in open plan compartments have been studied by several groups and researchers over the past 
decade. Methodologies for defining fire evolution have relied on simplifying assumptions and 
existing models to describe the temperature evolution as a function of space and time. 
 
A novel technique for studying such fires has been developed at UQ. This has led to the identification 
of a possible recasting of travelling fire methodologies without such simplifying assumptions. The aim 
of this project is to refine and test this recast methodology. 

Research objectives 

1) Formalise the proposed recast travelling fire methodology 
2) Show that the methodology can be used to predict a-priori the fire development in an 

experiment of an open plan compartment 
3) If time permits, to further explore the evolution of fires in open plan compartments with 

different configurations of openings and internal obstruction geometry 

Methodology 

This project will require the development of the proposed model in either matlab or in excel. 
Experiments will then be defined and carried out using the existing test rig to further validate this 
model. 
This project would best suit an 8-unit thesis.  
Potential students are expected to have passed FIRE3700 (introduction to fire engineering). It is 
preferable, although not essential, that potential students will also have passed FIRE 7620 (fire 
dynamics). 
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